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TERMINOLOGY 
 
types of transitions: 
cut: instantaneous image change 
dissolve: temporary overlapping of images 
wipe: fancy transition; usually involves a shape such as a star, etc. 
fade: to or from black 
 
direction & status : 
start/go:  begin predetermined movement 
reset:  return to the start position of a predetermined camera movement 
hold:  stop current movement / hold current shot & wait for cue 
ready/standby:  prepare source/camera for a transition to program  
take/cut:  source/camera is cut to program 
dissolve:  a set length (usually 1 sec.) dissolve between sources/camera shots 
slow dissolve:  use t-bar for a manually timed dissolve between sources/camera shots 
 
basic shot types: 
close-up: CU, tight-shot of subject 
medium shot: MS, waist up shot of subject 
wide shot: WS, wide view of action 
establishing: EST, establishes the context of action; shows where the action is 
 occurring 
 
shot composition & focus: 
frame left: immediately frame subject in the left portion of your picture 
frame right:  immediately frame subject in the right portion of your picture 
center up:  immediately frame subject in the center of your picture 
check focus: quickly correct focus 
soft focus: subject or composition is out of focus 
get focus: zoom all the way in on the subject's eyes and obtain sharp focus 
roll focus: in-start out of focus and come in; out-start in focus and go out 
rack focus: specialty shot where camera focus is “racked”, or changed, 
 from one subject to another; typically this shot is used on 
 objects that are in the same frame, but two distinct distances 
 from the camera; the focus most often moves from background to 
 foreground. 
head room:  the given distance allowed between the subject’s head and the 
 top of the frame 
lead room: the given distance allowed as the subject moves in a certain 
 direction 
nose room: the given distance allowed in front of the subject during an off 
 angle shot 
 
static shot: no change in shot composition 
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shot composition & focus (cont.): 
stage wide: WS, zoom out to show the full stage including lights 
full wide:  WS, zoom out as far as the lens will go 
wide shot:  WS, zoom out to a shot that frames an area, region or a group of 
 people 
head shot: CU, shot that frames just the subjects head 
chest up:  CU, shot that frames the subject from just below the shoulders up 
elbows up:  CU, shot that frames the subject from the elbows up 
waist shot:  MS, shot that frames subject just below the waist up 
coat shot:  MS, shot that frames subject about mid-thigh up 
knees up: MS, shot that frames subject just below the knees up 
head-to-toe: WS, shot that frames a subject from head-to-toe 
1-shot:  MS, frame shot with single subject (usually a coat shot) 
2-shot: WS, frame shot with two primary subjects 
3-shot:  WS, frame shot with three primary subjects 
 
movement: 
pan right: turn front of camera RIGHT; hands move left 
pan left: turn front of camera LEFT; hands move right 
tilt up: turn front of camera UP; hands move down 
tilt down: turn front of camera DOWN; hands move up 
zoom in: tighten camera frame quickly 
tighten up: tighten camera frame a just a little 
zoom out: widen camera frame quickly 
loosen up: widen camera frame just a little 
pick up/find: move immediately to directed subject 
truck: left or right movement of the camera and its support 
dolly: in or out movement of the camera and its support 
compound: using combinations of movement; ex. zooming while panning 
 
on air: 
push in: subtly zoom in on subject 
pull out: subtly zoom out on subject 
push left/right: subtly move subject to appropriate side of frame 
lose left/right: subtly lose subject from appropriate side of frame 
reveal left/right: subtly reveal subject from appropriate side of frame 
push center: subtly move subject to center of frame  
 
BASIC CAMERA INFORMATION 
 
intercom usage: 
Because hearing can vary dramatically please refrain from excessive chatter on the 
intercom system.  Basically, the best rule is to only speak when absolutely necessary.  
When doing so, use as few words as possible.  Unless there is an emergency or the  
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director asks someone a question, crew is to remain silent on intercom. The director has 
the authority to respectfully ask someone to be quiet on the intercom.  During a service, 
camera operators will mainly hear two voices: 1) director, 2) production assistant.  
Additional voices may include the producer, video engineer and switcher.  At times, we 
will be recording our monitor wall video and intercom audio to improve and facilitate 
training so be mindful that what you say may be recorded. 
 
tally lights: 
The tally light system is straightforward. If your tally light is red, you are LIVE.  Even if 
the director has called for another shot, double-check your tally light has gone off before 
advancing quickly to your next shot. 
 
director pacing styles: 
cut on action: transition on action as it happens 
cut on beat: transition with the beat of the music 
cut on dialogue: transition on end of sentence, on effective pauses, etc. 
	  
camera pre- and post-service rundown: 
Be at your camera with your headset on at least five minutes prior to all services and 
rehearsals.  This insures you are in position and ready for the director. 
 
-To properly setup your viewfinder (typically for black and white viewfinders): 
 1) Turn the “contrast” knob all the way up 
 2) Turn the “brightness” knob to about halfway, or whatever looks 

appropriate. 
 
-When you first approach your camera for the day: 
 1) Remove lens cap. 
 2) Make sure viewfinder contrast/brightness is set properly [see 

above] 
 3) Perform an intercom check to make sure you can hear the 

control room and vice versa 
 4) Check your zoom and focus controls to make sure they function 

correctly for you 
 5) Unlock the pan and tilt knobs [one at a time, keeping one hand 

on a pan bar at all times] and confirm the tripod head is smooth. 
 - Point the lens level, straight ahead, and then slowly release the 

pan bars to confirm that your camera is properly counterbalanced. 
The camera head should stay level, exactly where you left it. If the 
camera begins to tilt up or down, lock the tripod head and let the 
director/Nathan know the counterbalance needs adjusting. Do not 
attempt to adjust this yourself; doing so could cause major damage 
to the camera and/or tripod head. 

 6) Adjust the drag on your pan and tilt for smooth motion.  If you 
adjust the drag too tight or too loose the motion will be jumpy or 
jerky.   
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 7) Your cable should be neatly and correctly coiled so that it is not a 
trip hazard and will allow you to effectively operate your camera in 
an unrestricted manner.   

 
-At the end of practice, after Wednesday services, after the last Sunday service, or after 
any event with camera use: 
 1) Turn the brightness and contrast all the way down so the 

viewfinder goes dark 
 2) Turn your intercom headset volume all the way down, or off for 

wireless headsets. 
 3) Make sure tripod head knobs [pan and tilt] are locked  
 4) Make sure your cable is neatly and correctly coiled out of 

pathways and is not a trip hazard. 
 5) Replace the lens cap. 
 6) Volunteer to be the one to gather the HD recorders off the 

cameras, place them in the case and bring to the control room. 
 
SPECIFIC CAMERA INFORMATION 
 
Camera 1: 
This camera will pick up instrumentalists and BGVs (Back Ground Vocalists) during the 
worship set as well as wide establishing shots at the beginning/ending of songs.  This 
wide shot will also be a fall back for the director to allow timing for camera 2 to set up.  
The wide shot will primarily be a smooth pan and will occasionally include slow pushes 
or pulls to transition to panning the other way depending on the length of time this 
camera is “live”/”on air”.  This is like working an invisible box where the pan is slowed 
gradually to a stop while a push or pull is used to transition to a gradual pan in the other 
direction.  The idea is to keep the stage as the primary focus of the composition without 
making viewers “sea-sick”.  The sermon time will be used to get a coat shot of the 
speaker as a reset position while anticipating reactionary crowd shots such as standing, 
clapping, nodding, bible reading, taking notes, etc..  These shots should never be of the 
backs of people, rarely be over the shoulder and often straight on or side shots.  Use 
discretion by avoiding yawning, skin, empty seats, chewing gum, etc..The Production 
Assistant (PA) will help by calling out upcoming points, readings, jokes, reactions, etc… 
Lead room/nose room along with headroom will be a common framing consideration 
from this camera. 
 
Camera 2: 
Primarily, this camera will pick up the lead subject throughout the entirety of the service.  
It is important to maintain a shot of the lead subject for the director to “fall back” on.  
Shots taken of the lead subject can range from waist up (MS) to close-up shots (CU) 
and should still be taken with creative and thoughtful composition.  During the sermon, 
camera two will be “locked down” on an approximate, “elbows up” shot (CU) and will 
need to follow the subject using this composition for the entirety of the sermon.  Camera 
2 is also the primary camera for baptisms.  Headroom will be a common framing 
consideration from this location. 
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Camera 3: 
This camera will operate much like camera two, but will primarily get BGV and 
instrumentalists.  These shots will vary but should be obtained quickly and should 
include good coverage of everything occurring on the stage.  Since camera 2 will pick 
up the lead from a medium shot or closer then any content with the lead person taken 
should be minimal but when taken it should be complimentary to the camera 2 shots 
(i.e. head to toe).  During the sermon this camera will pick up a head to toe shot as its 
reset position.   Headroom will be a common framing consideration from this location.  
 
Camera 4 
Like camera 1, this camera will pick up instrumentalists and BGVs during the worship 
set. These shots will vary but should be obtained quickly and should include good 
coverage of things occurring on the stage and at times in the congregation. The sermon 
time will be used to get a wider shot of the speaker with part of the crowd/auditorium in 
the frame as a reset position while anticipating reactionary crowd shots such as 
standing, clapping, nodding, bible reading, taking notes, etc..  These shots should be 
rarely over the shoulder with a emphasis as straight on or side shots.  Use discretion by 
avoiding yawning, skin, empty seats, chewing gum, etc..The PA will help by calling out 
upcoming points, readings, jokes, reactions, etc…  Lead room/nose room along with 
headroom will be a common framing consideration from this camera. 
 
 
Future Camera (wide/establishing camera, jib or tripod): 
Due to the distance from the stage, jerky motions will be exaggerated, especially when 
zoomed in tight.  Smooth, steady and intentional compound movements on this camera 
are key, this camera position is primarily used for wide shots (WS) and establishing 
(EST) WS.  About 80% of the worship shots from this camera should be some form of 
WS, ex. full wide shots, stage wide shots.  Since this camera position is off center by 
quite a bit, lead room and nose room will come into play quite a bit when not taking WS. 
If you do grab medium or close-up shots, plan movements that will bring you out wider 
when you are live.   Also the beginning/end of worship songs will often come to camera 
one, so be ready with WS and EST. WS during those transitions.  During the sermon, 
camera one is still used primarily for wide shots but has more freedom to pick up people 
taking notes, reading bibles, etc...but always be ready to zoom out quickly if needed.  A 
couple of hindrances to good shot composition on camera one are the ceiling baffles 
and the nearby railings.  Avoid bringing these distracting elements into the frame for any 
extended period of time. 
 
 
Future Camera (hand-held/roaming): 
While this camera is called hand-held or roaming, during the sermon this camera will be 
tripod mounted to obtain mostly shots of subjects in the audience.  In general terms this 
camera is the same as the others, but the fact that it is hand-held makes the operation 
of this camera quite different.  Since this camera will primarily be carried, it will take a  
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strong back and a bit more specialized training to master.  This camera position will get 
about 85%-90% of its shots as CU during the worship set.  Because the camera is 
hand-held, the shot composition should avoid shots that you would be able to get from a 
tripod.    Since the majority of the shots will be creative, training will be accomplished 
only through a decent amount of time, effort, practice, hands-on and one-on-one 
training. 
 
-For more camera shot composition ideas and techniques and to help improve your 
camera skills, see the “tips for picking your shot” sheet attachment.  


